und gelb gestreifte Rutelide, mehrere Arten Chrysomeliden, Mordelliden und G r culioniden belebten die Blüten der Wasserpflanzen.
Auf den riesigen Blättern der Victoria cruciana jagten lange,
schmale, goldige Carabiden umher. Odonaten, bunt wie Schmetter
linge, brachten etwas Leben in die sonst unheimliche Ruhe. Nahe
dem Ufer tummelten sich die Raupen einer Palustra- Spezies auf
und unter dem Wasser. Diese Raupen werden, wohl ihrer dichten
Behaarung wegen, von den vielen kleinen Fischen, die diese La
gunen beleben zwar geziemend angestaunt aber nicht gefressen.
Unter diesen Fischen sieht man prachtvoll gefärbte und bizarr
gestaltete Arten, die einem Aquarium zur hohen Zierde gereichen
würden. Ich beobachtete eine etwa 6 cm lange Art mit veilchen
blauem Rücken, violett gestreiften Seiten und rotgoldnen Flossen,
die ich vergeblich mit dem Wasserketscher zu fangen versuchte.
Zum Essen kann man sich an solchen Sammeltagen nicht viel Zeit
nehmen, es wird während der Arbeit besorgt. Erst wenn die Sonne
bereits zu sinken beginnt, sucht man wieder einen geeigneten
Schlafplatz am Flußufer auf. Jeder Tag bringt neue Überraschun
gen. Wenn man alles sammelt, gibt es keine Arbeitspausen. Sind
es keine Insekten, dann sind es Wirbeltiere, Mollusken oder Crustaceen, die uns unausgesetzt beschäftigen und würde dies alles
fehlen, dann gibt es für den Botaniker so reichlich Arbeit, daß man
sich wünscht, daß der Tag 48 Stunden hätte.
Die Bäume sind voll besetzt mit Epiphyten und Schmarotzern,
mit Orchideen, Tillandsien, Bromelien und Kakteen, daß man mit
den nur besseren und auffallenden Arten leicht einen Ochsenkar
ren füllen könnte.
(Fortsetzung folgt.)

Mimikry.
Von G. D. Hale Carpenter, D.M.; F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.E.S.
(Hope Professor of Zoology (Entomology)
in the University of Oxford).
The report of the Fifth International Congress of Entomology
which met at Paris in 1932, was published at the end of 1933. An
article in it by Professor F ranz H eikertinger , of Wien, entitled
»Kritisches zum Mimikryproblem: über Schmetterlingsmimikry«,
is so strongly critical of the current theory of Mimicry as a result
of Natural Selection that it calls for comment.
The article treats Mimicry among butterflies as if it were an
isolated phenomenon of exaggerated frequency without any relation
to the same kind of resemblances among other animals or to other
types of coloration. Consequently conclusions are drawn as to the
nature of the phenomenon and its causation which would not be
considered applicable if there were a wider recognition of the real

extent of the phenomenon and its relation to other types of colo
ration in insects. The present writer, having been criticised in
“ Nature” for the paucity of his references in a recent publication
(“ Mimicry” , Methuen's Biological Monographs), to continental
critics turned to Professor H eikertinger 's spirited attack with
great expectations. Here, at last, might perhaps be found some
really new arguments to consider. But Professor H eikertinger 's
arguments have all been urged before: some, indeed, were met by
Bates himself, the founder in 1862 of the study of Mimicry. The
first point made by Professor H eikertinger is that there is no
reason for considering the resemblance to each other of a few butter
flies as something special and wonderful which requires an artificial
explanation. No special explanation is demanded by Mimetists,
who, since P oulton first showed that Mimicry falls into a natural
scheme of classification of the colours of animals, have consistently
urged that it should not be considered as anything but one of
several types of coloration which protect the bearer sometimes
from the attacks of enemies.
We do not claim that anything more than the ordinary processes
of variation come into play, and that it is a broad rule that genera
and species which furnish most examples of mimicry are very
variable in appearance. The widespread occurrence of mimicry
among butterflies can hardly be considered fairly summed up by
Professor H eikertinger’ allusion to it as the resemblance between
“ a few” butterflies. Professor H eikertinger takes as a special
example the well known Papilio dardanus and demonstrates that
the patterns of three forms of the female can be derived from that
of the male quite simply by the ordinary processes of variation.
T rimen demonstrated this in 1870, and P oulton has since gono
into the question in detail and given a complete list of all known
forms of dardanus and their relation to each other (1).
A point of considerable interest in this connection, which has
apparently eluded Professor H eikertinger , is that the likeness
of the pattern of the female dardanus to that of its model has been
produced by two different processes (2). In Abyssinia the black
and white female form niavoides of the local race d. hodsoni, mim
icking the local race of Amauris niavius has developed the mimetic
pattern of the border of the hindwing by the appearance of a dark
ground in which the separate black spots can be clearly dist
inguished.
The resulting black border to the wing is thus of different origin
from that of the southern dardanus form hippocoon in which it
has arisen by fusion of the black spots present in the male wing.
The evolutionary history of the two forms is different and it
would appear to be in support of D arwin 's argument that the
path of evolution is not repeated, nor are identical species produced
twice over along independent lines. The forms niavoides and hippocdonf though superficially alike owing to resemblance to a com

mon model, are fundamentally different in origin, owing to the
forms having varied in different directions in different localities.
The pattern selected by Professor H eikertinger to show that
there is no need to invoke the aid of mimicry to explain what is
probably the result of descent from a common stock is not quite
the simple matter to be easily accounted for that it would seem
to be from his argument. It appears in other widely separated
groups of insects such ¿s Hymenoptera, Diptera and Odonata.
Moreover, in certain butterflies it can be seen to be derived in a
quite different manner from that in dardanus, for it can be formed
by fusion of a series of spots across the wing. It seems to be a
pattern for the increase of conspicuousness, and confined on
the whole to day-flying insects. If it is due to inheritance it is
curious that it should not manifest itself to any great extent in
butterflies which frequent dark shady places, or in night flying
moths, wher. as on the other hand it commonly occu s in day-flying
moths.
Professor H eikertinger seems to imply that mimetists claim to
have discovered a special riddle in the case of dardanus, whereas
it is only an example of a general law among Lepidoptera that the
female is more variable than the male: he quotes F isher and F ord
in support of this. Curiously enough, the same reference was
quoted by the writer in his recent book on Mimicry in support of
the same conclusion, but with the object of aiding understanding
of the greater frequency of mimicry in the female sex.
H eikertinger 's argument seems to be that because the mi
metic dardanus shows variations from yellow to brown, which
are shown by other butterflies, there is no special significance to
be attached to the curious resemblance to other species which
also show similar variations in colour.

Mimetists do not claim for colour a^y more than for pattern
that it is something which follows different laws in mimetic and
in non-mimetic species. The bea tiful transitions which can be
found, in a long series of a variable species, between a non-mimetic
form and a mimetic one are evidence that there is no such dif
ference. For instance, the case of Euphaedra eleus of which one
form resembles the day flying moth Metis helcita and others show
transition from the mimetic red-brown to a non-mimetic bluegreen. But the point of importance is that the variations in a mimic
so wonderfully follow the variations in the model; and on the
other hand (see later. P. cynorta in Abyssinia) it sometimes happens
that a change in appearance of the usual model cannot be followed
by the mimic which then resembles another model whose appe
arance is not beyond its capacity for variation.
The next point is Professor H eikertinger 's “ Reductio ad absurdum” , the more difficult to deal with because of the basal
correctness of his argument. It is absurd to hail resemblances
occurring in the same area as Mimicry, and resemblances occurring

in separated areas as Coincidence or, to use Professor H eiker tinger 's term, as “ Pseudo-mimicry” . But, again, the argument
is not quite so simple as that, for the two classes of facts are on a
different footing. There is no comparison between resemblances
in the same area and in different areas as regards their number,
or the minuteness of detail which makes resemblance. This point
was examined at some length by D ixey and reference should be
made to his results (4). The argument that mimic resembles model
merely because their development has been along parallel lines
provides an example of the difficulties which arise when conclusions
are applied to a very large group of phenomena from study of a
small section only. Mimicry is not a peculiarity of butterflies, nor
is mimetic resemblance of one animal to another a peculiar and
isolated phenomenon. The following series should be considered.
1. A sand-like grasshopper.
2. A stick-like Geometrid larva.
3. A thorn-like Membracid (Hemiptera) on a twig.
4. A beetle resembling a pellet of droppings of a caterpillar, or
a moth resembling a bird-dropping.
5. A spider, frequenting the rubbish heap outside an ant's nest
and resembling the head-capmle of a dead ant thrown out
from the nest (3).
6. A spider resembling a whole, living ant.
7. A caterpillar resembling, or suggesting, a snake.
The theory of resemblance having been produced by parallel
development could only be made to apply to one of these cases;
to the mimetist all are alike attributable to the operation of Nat
ural Selection and are merely different aspects of one phenomenon,
as indeed B ates himself pointed out.
Why is it necessary to have one explanation for the resemblance
to a tree trunk of beetles sitting upon it, and another for other
beetles on the same tree which resemble, not the tree trunk, but
one the other? No student of mimicry can ignore accidental
resemblances but the essential features of mimicry are not shown.
Until, for instance, the alteration of habit and instincts often
shown in mimics by which a greater resemblance to the habits of
the model is produced, can be found to occur in areas apart from
that inhabited by the models the two classes of cases are not
parallel. It is an axiom that mimicry deceives the artist, not the
anatomist. If the resemblances are merely fortuitous why should
they be confined to reproducing the a p p e a r a n c e only? In
the case of a Longicorn beetle which mimics a species of another
group of which the antennae are knobbed or clubbed, resemblance
is effected by an a p p a r e n t thickening of antennae, at the
right distance from the base, by a tuft of hairs; beyond this the
normally long antennae are so attenuated as to be almost in
visible. Why has not coincidence reduced the length and thick
ened the tip as in the model ? The production of the same result

by different means is so typical of the operation of Natural Select
ion that its illustration by mimicry strengthens the argument of
the mimetist.
P o u l t o n figures a beautiful example of resemblance of Papilio
laglaizei to the Uraniid moth Alcidis agathyrsus, in which the
mimicry is remarkably well shown on the under surface.
The abdomen of the moth is bright orange beneath and is visible
when the wings are closed. That of the Papilio is not so coloured,
but an orange patch on the inner margin of the hindwing meets
its follow when the wings are closed, so that on the apposed sur
faces of the two wings which hide the abdomen an orange patch
appears which reproduces the orange body of the moth. The
arguments of co-incidence and parallel development cannot ex
plain this case.
The question of Geographical Distribution of models and mimics
is has been raised by Professor H e i k e r t i n g e r , and rightly, for
it is of the very greatest importance as has long been recognized
by Lord R o t h s c h i l d and Dr. K a r l J o r d a n at Tring, and by
all workers under P o u l t o n at Oxford. But Professor H e i k e r 
t i n g e r does not carry his studies nearly far enough, and in reply
to his arguments the following cases are, not for the first time,
brought forward.
(to be continued.)
Literarische Neuerscheinungen.
Entomologisches Jahrbuch 1935

OSKAR KRANCHER (Verlag von F ran ken stein &
W agn er, Leip zig). — K a u m jem als seit nunm ehr fa st zw ei Jahrzehn ten d ü rfte
dieses kleine U n terhaltu n gs- und B elehrungsbuch für N atu rfreun de w illk o m 
mener sein, als eben je tz t, w o nach einer fa st 20jährigen, für die E n tom ologie
so w enig erbau lich en Zeitspanne die N atu rfreud e w ieder m ehr A llgem ein gu t des
deutschen V o lk es zu w erden versprich t. D er R u f nach innigerer N atu rverb u n d en h eit
und nach V e rtiefu n g des S tudium s der H eim atkun d e, den die neuen F ü h rer so
eindringlich ertönen lassen, k ann nur die erh offten F rü ch te tragen , wenn das V o lk
auch m itarb e ite t; wenn an U n iversitä ten und höheren Schulen die N atu rw issen 
schaften, die Pflanzen - und T ierkun de, und der letzteren beliebtester Zw eig, die
E n tom ologie, w ieder zur G eltun g gelangen. W er sein V a terla n d kennen w ill, der
m uß auch w enigstens über das G röb ste in der Insekten ku nd e u n terrich te t sein.
D em tr ä g t der neue KRANCHER in vollkom m en ster W eise R ech n un g: fü n f Sechstel
vom In h alt des diesjährigen Jahrgangs beschäftigen sich m it der F au n istik D e u tsch 
lands und der angrenzenden Län der, und w as von E x o te n dazw ischen eingestreu t
ist, wie die allgem einen B etrach tu n gen über V o gelsch u tz, Bienenfeinde, R a u p e n 
zu ch t usw ., ist auch seinerseits geeignet, V ergleiche m it dem V aterlan d anzuregen.
D ie F a u n istik des »Hausgärtchens« ist ein m eisterlich w erbender B erich t ü ber die
A rt, w ie m it m inim alen M itteln erfolgreich E n tom ologie getrieben w erden und die
K en ntnisse eines jeden erw eitert w erden können. Sie m achen jedem fühlenden und
denkenden L eser L u st, den V ersuch selbst zu w iederholen, ebenso wie die fach lich
m u sterhafte F ü h ru n g des M inenforschers jeden ernsten E n tom ologen veran lassen
wird, dem Schreiber und Spezialisten durch die 12 M onate des Jahres hind urch
zu folgen. D ie G edanken über den E in flu ß von Lan d -U rbarm ach u n g und V o g e l
sch utz en th alten , w enn auch im fernen U rw ald entstan den , eine F ü lle köstlich er
B eo bach tu n gen . — D er KRANCHER b rau ch t n ich t m ehr em pfohlen zu werden.
D urch das, w as er in 44 B än dchen uns gegeben hat, em pfieh lt er sich selb st!
A . Sz.

D ru ck v on H. L au p p jr T üb in gen
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